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“Sure, cried the tenant men, but it’s our land. We measured

it and broke it up. We were born on it, and we got killed on

it, died on it. Even if it’s no good, it’s still ours. That’s what

makes it ours- being born on it, working it, dying on it. “

-John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath

Introduction
Land has always been the most sought after and prized possession of man. It’s

because of land that great empires rose to the zenith and great empires were razed to the

ground. Many a men have fought, killed and died for land. The history is filled with stories of

great wars and prosperity owing to land. Considering the above things, one question would

definitely come up in every person’s mind. Why it is that land is so important? Is it because

of the monetary value attached to it? Or is it because of the possibility of cultivation on it?

Or are human beings emotionally attached to it?

The answer is not that simple. A piece of land can be used in many ways. A piece of

land does give a monetary benefit. If the land is cultivable, it becomes the source of

livelihood for the person owning it. A person may use a piece of land for creating shelter for

him, his family and his livestock. Land can be used by a community for their societal

activities. Land can be used to build capital assets. The list for uses of land thus goes on and

are not exclusive to the above activities. In fact the uses of land on a broader term are

limitless. However, the most important attribute of land is that the owner of the land always

has an emotional attachment with it. A person who is born on the land, has grown up there,

has tilled the land and expects to breathe his last on the same land has high sentimental

value attached to it. Hence a person never wants to part with the land he owns. It is this

attachment that makes the person go to any extent when the land is being taken away from

him.

Having listed the above things, we can conclude that land is the most essential requirement

for development. Be it personal or the state as a whole. Gone are the days of war and constant

threat to the property and land of people. In the present day scenario, the Government is the

sole owner of all the land in the state. However, people have rights over their own land. In

order to meet the constant demands of rapid development, industrialization and urbanization,

the Government requires land and many a times the suitable land for a project needs to be

acquired from the people who have rights over the land. Land being a critically sensitive

matter, the Government always has to face difficulties in carrying out such acquisitions. All

the acquisitions were previously governed by the British enacted Land Acquisition Act of

1894. However, the law had become outdated. Eventually, the Government enacted the Right

to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and

Resettlement Act, 2013.
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The RFCTLAR&R Act, 2013 act is a testament to the humanitarian approach of the

Government towards the people who have to give up their lands for the greater good of the

society. The Government recognizes and values the sacrifice of the people who contribute for

the development of the state. The RFCTLAR&R Act,2013 addresses concerns of farmers and

those livelihoods are dependent on the land being acquired, while at the same time facilitating

land acquisition for industrialization, infrastructure and urbanization projects in a timely and

transparent manner. This act represents a change in legislative approach to land acquisition. It

introduces for the first time provision of social impact analysis, recognizes non-owners as

affected persons, a mode of requiring consent of the displaced and statutory entitlements for

resettlement. In addition, it has restricted the grounds on which land may be acquired under

the urgency clause. Essentially, the main objective of the act is to provide fair compensation

to people and resettle or rehabilitate them

Why a new Law
 Public Concern
 Heightened public concern on Land Acquisition issues

 Absence of a national law to provide for the rehabilitation & resettlement and

compensation for loss of livelihoods

 Outdated Law
 While multiple amendments have been made to the Original act, the principal law

continued to be the same i.e. the British enacted Land Acquisition Act of 1894

 Need for Balance
 Addressing concern of farmers and those whose livelihoods are dependent on the land

being acquired.

 While facilitating land acquisition for industrialization, infrastructure development

and urbanization
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Social Impact Assessment (SIA)

According to the International Association for Impact Assessment, "Social impact

assessment includes the processes of analysing, monitoring and managing the intended and

unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned interventions

(policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by those

interventions. Its primary purpose is to bring about a more sustainable and equitable

biophysical and human environment."

There were many lacunas in the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 which could not address

some major problems which the affected people faced:

 Understanding of Public Purpose and its frequent application including for

Land Acquisition for private projects
 There was no provision for applicability of Emergency clause

 Consent of People was not considered in most of the cases

 Calculation of Fair compensation for the land and the fixed assets over it was

not streamlined and there was no proper calculation method present

 Rehabilitation and Resettlement of displaced families was not considered

 Addressing Livelihood issues and loss of Social and Economic disjoint due to

displacement was a major issue

 No mandate on timely payment of compensation because of which most of

the times, Govt had to face problems compensating the affected families.

The Govt. exchequer had to bear the burden in many cases.

 All these problems were addressed in The RFCTLAR&R Act, 2013. In order to

address most of the issues, Social Impact Assessment study was mandated in

the act to ensure fair compensation and proper rehabilitation and

resettlement to the people.

A convenient way of conceptualising social impacts is as changes to one or more of the

following:

 people’s way of life – that is, how they live, work, play and interact with one

another on a day-to-day basis;
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 their culture – that is, their shared beliefs, customs, values and language or

dialect;

 their community – its cohesion, stability, character, services and facilities;

 their political systems – the extent to which people are able to participate in

decisions that affect their lives, the level of democratization that is taking

place, and the resources provided for this purpose;

 their environment – the quality of the air and water people use; the

availability and quality of the food they eat; the level of hazard or risk, dust

and noise they are exposed to; the adequacy of sanitation, their physical

safety, and their access to and control over resources;

 their health and wellbeing – health is a state of complete physical, mental,

social and spiritual wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or

infirmity;

 their personal and property rights – particularly whether people are

economically affected, or experience personal disadvantage which may

include a violation of their civil liberties;

 their fears and aspirations – their perceptions about their safety, their fears

about the future of their community, and their aspirations for their future

and the future of their children.

Important Definitions:

Affected family (Section 3(c)) includes

(i) a family whose land or other immovable property has been acquired;

(ii) a family which does not own any land but a member or members of such family may

be agricultural labourers, tenants including any form of tenancy or holding of usufruct

right, share-croppers or artisans or who may be working in the affected area for three

years prior to the acquisition of the land, whose primary source of livelihood stand

affected by the acquisition of land;

(iii) the Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers who have lost any of their

forest rights recognised under the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest

Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 (2 of 2007) due to acquisition of

land;

(iv) family whose primary source of livelihood for three years prior to the acquisition of

the land is dependent on forests or water bodies and includes gatherers of forest
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produce, hunters, fisher folk and boatmen and such livelihood is affected due to

acquisition of land;

(v) a member of the family who has been assigned land by the State Government or the

Central Government under any of its schemes and such land is under acquisition;

(vi) a family residing on any land in the urban areas for preceding three years or more

prior to the acquisition of the land or whose primary source of livelihood for three

years prior to the acquisition of the land is affected by the acquisition of such land;

Cost of Acquisition (u/s 3(i)) includes

(i) amount of compensation which includes solatium, any enhanced compensation

ordered by the Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation and Resettlement Authority or the

Court and interest payable thereon and any other amount determined as payable to the

affected families by such Authority or Court;

(ii) demurrage to be paid for damages caused to the land and standing crops in the process

of acquisition;

(iii) cost of acquisition of land and building for settlement of displaced or adversely

affected families;

(iv) cost of development of infrastructure and amenities at the resettlement areas;

(v) cost of rehabilitation and resettlement as determined in accordance with the

provisions of this Act;

(vi) administrative cost,— (A) for acquisition of land, including both in the project site

and out of project area lands, not exceeding such percentage of the cost of

compensation as may be specified by the appropriate Government; (B) for

rehabilitation and resettlement of the owners of the land and other affected families

whose land has been acquired or proposed to be acquired or other families affected by

such acquisition;

cost of undertaking ‗Social impact Assessment study

Family u/s 3(m) includes

a person, his or her spouse, minor children, minor brothers and minor sisters

dependent on him: 10 Provided that widows, divorcees and women deserted by

families shall be considered separate families.

Persons interested (u/s 3(x)) means

(i) all persons claiming an interest in compensation to be made on account of the

acquisition of land under this Act;

(ii)the Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers, who have lost any forest

rights recognized under the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 (2 of 2007);

(iii)a person interested in an easement affecting the land;
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(iv)persons having tenancy rights under the relevant State laws including share-croppers

by whatever name they may be called;

Provisions for SIA Study under RFCTLAR&R Act, 2013

The procedure and scope of SIA study is provided U/s 4 to 9 of The RFCTLAR

& R Act, 2013

A-PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION FOR DETERMINATION OF SOCIAL IMPACT AND PUBLIC

PURPOSE

4. Preparation of Social Impact Assessment study.–

(1) Whenever the appropriate Government intends to acquire land for a public purpose,

it shall consult the concerned Panchayat, Municipality or Municipal Corporation, as

the case may be, at village level or ward level, in the affected area and carry out a

Social Impact assessment study in consultation with them, in such manner and from

such date as may be specified by such Government by notification.

(2) The notification issued by the appropriate Government for commencement of

consultation and of the Social Impact Assessment study under sub-section (1) shall

be made available in the local language to the Panchayat, Municipality or Municipal

Corporation, as the case may be, and in the offices of the District Collector, the Sub-

Divisional Magistrate and the Tehsil, and shall be published in the affected areas, in

such manner as may be prescribed, and uploaded on the website of the appropriate

Government:

Provided that the appropriate Government shall ensure that adequate

representation has been given to the representatives of Panchayat, Gram Sabha,

Municipality or Municipal Corporation, as the case may be, at the stage of carrying

out the Social Impact Assessment study:

Provided further that the appropriate Government shall ensure the completion of the

Social Impact Assessment study within a period of six months from the date of its

commencement.

(3) The Social Impact Assessment study report referred to in sub-section (1) shall be

made available to the public in the manner prescribed under section 6.

(4) The Social Impact Assessment study referred to in sub-section (1)shall, amongst

other matters, include all the following, namely:—

(a) assessment as to whether the proposed acquisition serves public purpose;
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(b) extent of lands, public and private, houses, settlements and other common

properties likely to be affected by the proposed acquisition;

(c) whether the extent of land proposed for acquisition is the absolute bare-

minimum extent needed for the project;

(d) whether land acquisition at an alternate place has been considered and found not

feasible;

(e) study of social impacts of the project, and the nature and cost of addressing them

and the impact of these costs on the overall costs of the project vis-a-visthe benefits

of the project:

Provided that Environmental Impact Assessment study, if any, shall be carried out

simultaneously and shall not be contingent upon the completion of the Social Impact

Assessment study.

(5)While undertaking a Social Impact Assessment study under sub-section (1), the

appropriate Government shall, amongst other things, take into consideration the

impact that the project is likely to have on various components such as livelihood of

affected families, public and community properties, assets and infrastructure

particularly roads, public transport, drainage, sanitation, sources of drinking water,

sources of water for cattle, community ponds, grazing land, plantations, public

utilities such as post offices, fair price shops, food storage godowns, electricity

supply, health care facilities, schools and educational or training facilities,

anganwadis, children parks, places of worship, land for traditional tribal institutions

and burial and cremation grounds.

(6) The appropriate Government shall require the authority conducting the Social

Impact Assessment study to prepare a Social Impact Management Plan, listing the

ameliorative measures required to be undertaken for addressing the impact for a specific

component referred to in sub-section (5), and such measures shall not be less than what is

provided under a scheme or programme, in operation in that area, of the Central

Government or, as the case may be, the State Government, in operation in the affected

area.

5. Public hearing for Social Impact Assessment.–Whenever a Social Impact Assessment is

required to be prepared under section 4, the appropriate Government shall ensure that a

public hearing is held at the affected area, after giving adequate publicity about the date,

time and venue for the public hearing, to ascertain the views of the affected families to be

recorded and included in the Social Impact Assessment Report.
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6. Publication of Social Impact Assessment study.–(1) The appropriate Government shall

ensurethat the Social Impact Assessment study report and the Social Impact Management

Plan referred to in sub-section (6)of section 4 are prepared and made available in the local

language to the panchayat, Municipality or Municipal Corporation, as the case may be, and

the offices of the District Collector, the Sub-Divisional Magistrate and the Tehsil, and shall be

published in the affected areas, in such manner as may be prescribed, and uploaded on the

website of the appropriate Government.

(2)Wherever Environment Impact Assessment is carried out, a copy of the Social Impact

Assessment report shall be made available to the Impact Assessment Agency authorised by

the Central Government to carry out environmental impact assessment:

Provided that, in respect of irrigation projects where the process of Environment Impact

Assessment is required under the provisions of any other law for the time being in force, the

provisions of this Act relating to Social Impact Assessment shall not apply.

B.—APPRAISAL OF SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT BY AN EXPERT GROUP

7. Appraisal of Social Impact Assessment report by an Expert Group.–

(1) The appropriate Government shall ensure that the Social Impact Assessment report is

evaluated by an independent multi-disciplinary Expert Group, as may be constituted by it.

(2)The Expert Group constituted under sub-section (1) shall include the following, namely:—

(a)two non-official social scientists;

(b)two representatives of Panchayat, Gram Sabha, Municipality or Municipal Corporation,

as the case may be;

(c) two experts on rehabilitation; and

(d)a technical expert in the subject relating to the project.

(3)The appropriate Government may nominate a person from amongst the members of

the Expert Group as the Chairperson of the Group.

(4) If the Expert Group constituted under sub-section (1), is of the opinion

that,— (a)the project does not serve any public purpose; or

(b)the social costs and adverse social impacts of the project outweigh the potential

benefits, it shall make a recommendation within two months from the date of its

constitution to the effect that the project shall be abandoned forthwith and no

further steps to acquire the land will be initiated in respect of the same:
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Provided that the grounds for such recommendation shall be recorded in writing by the

Expert Group giving the details and reasons for such decision:

Provided further that where the appropriate Government, inspite of such

recommendations, proceeds with the acquisition, then, it shall ensure that its reasons for

doing so are recorded in writing.

(5)If the Expert Group constituted under sub-section (1), is of the opinion that,—

(a) the project will serve any public purpose; and

(b)the potential benefits outweigh the social costs and adverse social impacts, it shall

make specific recommendations within two months from the date of its constitution

whether the extent of land proposed to be acquired is the absolute bare - minimum

extent needed for the project and whether there are no other less displacing options

available:

Provided that the grounds for such recommendation shall be recorded in writing by

the Expert Group giving the details and reasons for such decision.

(6) The recommendations of the Expert Group referred to in sub-sections (4) and (5) shall

be made available in the local language to the Panchayat, Municipality or Municipal

Corporation, as the case may be, and the offices of the District Collector, the Sub-

Divisional Magistrate and the Tehsil, and shall be published in the affected areas, in such

manner as may be prescribed and uploaded on the website of the appropriate

Government.

8. Examination of proposals for land acquisition and Social Impact Assessment

report by appropriate Government.–

(2)The appropriate Government shall ensure that —

(a) there is a legitimate and bona fide public purpose for the proposed

acquisition which necessitates the acquisition of the land identified;

(b) the potential benefits and the public purpose referred to in clause (a) shall outweigh

the social costs and adverse social impact as determined by the Social Impact

Assessment that has been carried out;

(c) only the minimum area of land required for the project is proposed to be acquired;

(d) there is no unutilised land which has been previously acquired in the area;

(e) the land, if any, acquired earlier and remained unutilised, is used for such public

purpose and make recommendations in respect thereof.
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(3)The appropriate Government shall examine the report of the Collector, if any, and the

report of the Expert Group on the Social Impact Assessment study and after considering all

the reports, recommend such area for acquisition which would ensure minimum

displacement of people, minimum disturbance to the infrastructure, ecology and minimum

adverse impact on the individuals affected.

(3)The decision of the appropriate Government shall be made available in the local language

to the Panchayat, Municipality or Municipal Corporation, as the case may be, and the

offices of the District Collector, the Sub-Divisional Magistrate and the Tehsil, and shall be

published in the affected areas, in such manner as may be prescribed, and uploaded on

the website of the appropriate Government:

Provided that where land is sought to be acquired for the purposes as specified in sub-

section (2)of section 2, the appropriate Government shall also ascertain as to whether the

prior consent of the affected families as required under the proviso to sub-section (2) of

section 2, has been obtained in the manner as may be prescribed.

9. Exemption from Social Impact Assessment.– Where land is proposed to be acquired

invoking the urgency provisions under section 40, the appropriate Government may exempt

undertaking of the Social Impact Assessment study.

 Nabakrushna Choudhury Institute of Developmental Studies (NCDS) is the State

Nodal Agency for conducting SIA Study in Odisha.



 NCDS has identified 32 independent agencies to conduct the study in different parts

of the State on its behalf.



 Appropriate Government shall require the authority conducting the SIA to prepare

SIMP listing the ameliorative measures required to be undertaken.
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Timeline of the Land Acquisition Process under RFCTLAR&R

Act,2013
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Relevance of SIA study:

Relevance of SIA study is as follows;

1. The goal of impact assessment is to bring about a more ecologically, socio-culturally

and economically sustainable and equitable environment. Impact assessment,

therefore, promotes community development and empowerment, builds capacity,

and develops social capital (social networks and trust).

2. The focus of concern of SIA is a proactive stance to development and better

development outcomes, not just the identification or amelioration of negative or

unintended outcomes. Assisting communities and other stakeholders to identify

development goals, and ensuring that positive outcomes are maximized, can be

more important than minimizing harm from negative impacts.

3. The methodology of SIA can be applied to a wide range of planned interventions,

and can be undertaken on behalf of a wide range of actors, and not just within a

regulatory framework.

4. SIA contributes to the process of adaptive management of policies, programs,

plans and projects, and therefore needs to inform the design and operation of

the planned intervention.

5. SIA builds on local knowledge and utilizes participatory processes to analyze the

concerns of interested and affected parties. It involves stakeholders in the

assessment of social impacts, the analysis of alternatives, and monitoring of the

planned intervention.

6. The good practice of SIA accepts that social, economic and biophysical impacts are

inherently and inextricably interconnected. Change in any of these domains will

lead to changes in the other domains. SIA must, therefore, develop an

understanding of the impact, pathways that are created when change in one

domain triggers impacts across other domains, as well as the iterative or flow-on

consequences within each domain. In other words, there must be consideration of

the second and higher order impacts and of cumulative impacts.

7. In order for the discipline of SIA to learn and grow, there must be analysis of the

impacts that occurred as a result of past activities. SIA must be reflexive and

evaluative of its theoretical bases and of its practice.

8. While SIA is typically applied to planned interventions, the techniques of SIA can

also be used to consider the social impacts that derive from other types of events,

such as disasters, demographic change and epidemics.
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Conclusion
SIA is best understood as an umbrella or overarching framework that embodies the

evaluation of all impacts on humans and on all the ways in which people and

communities interact with their socio cultural, economic and biophysical surroundings.

SIA thus has strong links with a wide range of specialist sub-fields involved in the

assessment of areas such as: aesthetic impacts (landscape analysis); archaeological and

cultural heritage impacts (both tangible and non-tangible); community impacts; cultural

impacts; demographic impacts; development impacts; economic and fiscal impacts;

gender impacts; health and mental health impacts; impacts on indigenous rights;

infrastructural impacts, institutional impacts; leisure and tourism impacts; political

impacts (human rights, governance, democratisation etc); poverty; psychological

impacts; resource issues (access and ownership of resources); impacts on social and

human capital; and other impacts on societies.

"There is no higher religion than human service. To work for the common good is the

greatest creed." ― Woodrow Wilson


